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ABSTRACT
Though concurrent design and construction has been lauded for reducing the time of the total
processes, such an approach may make projects more uncertain and complex than those where a
sequential design and construction process is used. The main sources of risk are iterative cycles that result
from errors and changes introduced during the execution of concurrent design and construction. Such
cycles create subsequent impacts on the project performance. In addition, traditional network scheduling
tools are not adequate to deal with problems encountered during concurrent design and construction
because they consider the project only as a combination of discrete activities and ignore dynamic
interactions between different activities. In this context, Dynamic Planning and control Methodology
(DPM), a simulation-based planning and control tool, was developed to help prepare a robust construction
plan that would avoid these uncertainties.
However, DPM focuses only on iterative cycles caused by quality problems in construction, and
it lacks the capability to deal with change cycles. In order to address this issue, this paper proposes a
framework for quality and change management and a new generation of DPM based on this framework.
The new DPM incorporates the traditional network tools and buffering strategies into system dynamics
simulation models and aims to capture iterative cycles and their impact on design and construction
performance in advance. Generated policy guidelines and analysis by the new DPM show comprehensive
project profiles and help avoid unnecessary redundant subsequent actions. In addition, uncertainties of
complex concurrent projects can be reduced by the buffering strategy of the new DPM. Finally, a case
study of a bridge project demonstrates that DPM can help prepare robust and systemic planning for
concurrent design and construction in the real world setting, and DPM allows managers or site engineers
to analyze the unpredictable incidents that may occur during concurrent design and construction and to
anticipate their impacts on project performance.
Thesis Supervisor: Feniosky Pefia-Mora
Title: Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, concurrent design and construction is gaining popularity in the industry due to the
increased demand for faster development time. However, despite the promise of speed, increased
uncertainties and complexities in concurrent design and construction can make a project more difficult
than ever to handle. Although traditional tools have been the most popular planning mechanisms used in
construction projects, they are not sufficient to represent what really happens during concurrent design
and construction. They have a discrete view, decomposing the project into activities that can have only
individual relationships with adjacent activities. In addition, the impact of iterative cycles caused by
errors and changes is not addressed by traditional tools. In particular, when construction is performed
concurrently, the effectiveness of the traditional network-based tools needs to be questioned, since there
are more possibilities of introducing iterative cycles in the concurrent design and construction process. In
this context, a dynamic approach, which can deal with the uncertainty of the concurrent design and
construction process, has emerged as an alternative to the traditional network-based tools. In an effort to
meet this industry need, the Dynamic Planning and control Methodology (DPM) was developed. DPM
aims to help prepare a robust construction plan against uncertainties and provides policy guidelines for
unexpected events during actual execution by supplementing the network-based tools with system
dynamics and reliability buffering [Park and Pefia-Mora, 2002]. However, since DPM in its original
version focused only on the quality aspect of construction performance, it lacks the capability to address
change iterations caused by other factors, such as external requests and uncontrollable issues. Moreover,
changes and consequent conflicts are very common to concurrent design and construction projects and
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can substantially increase the duration and total cost [Ibbs, 1997]. In addition, in its original version of
DPM did not emphasize identifying construction changes in a timely manner to minimize possible
conflicts in the project management. These issues heavily support the need for an extension of the
capabilities of the original DPM.
As an extension of DPM, this paper presents a framework to explain the way in which quality and
change management more adequately address problems in real-world concurrent design and construction
projects. The quality and change management framework will be useful in identifying the dynamic
behavior of concurrent design and construction processes and in helping to prepare a more effective
construction plan by analyzing iterative error and change cycles and their impacts. Based on these
identified impacts of iterative cycles, reliability and stability buffering is enhanced as a mechanism to
reduce sensitivity to their impacts in concurrent design and construction. Finally, a web-based system,
which incorporates these components, is developed to assist diverse interdisciplinary parties, in particular,
in geographically distributed complex projects.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To provide a systemic approach to managing uncertainties and complexities in concurrent design and
construction, system dynamics and the overlapping framework for construction projects are adopted by
the quality and change management framework and DPM.
System Dynamics was developed to apply control theory to the analysis of industrial systems in the
late 1950's [Richardson, 1985]. In this research, system dynamics is adopted to acquire the realities of
dynamic complexities and feedback processes in the actual construction with its powerful analytical
capability and simulation ability. System dynamics has been applied to many complex industrial,
economic, social, and environmental systems of all kinds [Turek, 1995]. However, having realities based
on system dynamics may lack the applicability and flexibility to be applied to diverse projects. On the
other hand, the traditional network-based tools have demonstrated their applicability and flexibility,
serving various projects without much resistance, though they have difficulty handling dynamic
complexities in a real project. In that sense, DPM incorporates them into the system dynamics models to
enhance its applicability and flexibility for ease of use.
In addition, the overlapping framework for construction [Pefia-Mora and Li, 2001] is used and
extended to analyze the activity characteristics to provide insight into the actual processes in concurrent
design and construction. Their overlapping framework focuses on the transfer of physical production
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units between overlapped activities by applying concurrent engineering to the construction field. Basic
idea of the overlapping framework is that overlapping practices should vary depending on the
characteristics of construction activities, which includes activity production rate, production reliability in
the predecessor activity, and sensitivity in the successor activity as key characteristics [Pefia-Mora and Li,
2001]. Based on this framework, our research explores the way to represent iterative cycles and their
impact on the performance during construction.
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CHAPTER 3
FUNDAMENTALS OF DPM
The previous DPM had been developed as integrated methodology to handle dynamic behavior of
complex construction projects. Construction projects are inherently dynamic and complex involving
multiple feedback processes and non-linear relationships [Sterman, 1992]. These features make
construction projects uncertain and consequently, they can generate schedule delay and cost overrun. To
effectively handle these challenging issues, several concepts and logic of DPM have been derived from
closer observations of construction processes in order to provide an integrated methodology [Park and
Pelia-Mora, 2002]. In this section, fundamentals of DPM are briefly introduced.
3.1. User-defined Modeling Approach
Although simulation-based planning tools provide effective handling for dynamic complexities, they
have been limited to a specific set of activities on a project. To extend the applicability of simulation-
based tool, DPM aims to provide a general pre-structured model and parameters that are common to all
construction projects. This way, users can set it to their specific projects adjusting provided parameters.
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3.2. Consideration of Feedbacks
DPM focuses on capturing the feedback processes in construction projects that make projects
dynamic and uncertain and cannot be captured in the traditional network-based planning tools. For
example, when a control action is taken to reduce variations from a planned performance, the action can
fix the problems but at the same time its side effects can deteriorate the project performance. DPM aims
to capture these kinds of feedback that are caused by human response to control actions.
3.3. Capturing Construction Dynamics
DPM considers change as an iteration trigger not just a result, so already made changes can be the
source of subsequent changes in either concurrent, succeeding or preceding activities. For example,
changes in design work that have been made by mistake can cause subsequent changes in construction if
the error is not identified before construction starts. In this case, the design changes are a result to the
designer, while they can be a need for changes to the construction crew. On the other hand, as main
constraints to the construction progress, dependencies involved in processes are identified and modeled in
detail. External dependency captures the dependency between activities in a way similar to the
precedence relationship in network tools [Ford and Sterman, 1997]. However, external dependency deals
with the relationship during the whole activity duration, while the precedence relationship only refers to
the start and finish of activity. For example, if the successor activity is scheduled to start at 50%
completion of the predecessor activity and the successor activity can proceed in proportion to the progress
of the predecessor activity, external dependency can be represented as the left-side of Figure 1.
Example of External Dependency Example of Internal Dependency
1- L..-.J_.L - - - -- -.- L_....- -- - -
I-1 - - -Ir - -II a
0 
CA - -,I1--- -- -- i II4----44--- II II
In 1 0
~~~ ---- -, r -I b
0Progress of 0 Work Progress
the Predecessor Activity
Figure 1. Example of Dependencies [Ford & Sterman, 1997]
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On the other hand, internal dependency aims to capture procedural or physical constraints within an
activity, which is not addressed by traditional network tools. For example, in the right-side of Figure 1,
available work within activity can proceed in proportion to work progress due to certain constraints till
75% completion and, after then, it can proceed freely without the restriction from work progress. Those
two dependencies are adopted in order to represent inter and intra relationships of activities.
3.4. Reducing Sensitivity to Changes
To decrease non-value adding iterations through reducing sensitivity of the design and
construction process to unintended changes, DPM provides an appropriately pooled, located,
characterized and sized reliability buffer. Usually, the traditional contingency buffer in construction
planning is used to guarantee the completion time either of an activity or a project. In usual practice, it is
positioned uniformly at the end of the activity duration having some more time. However, it tends to be
used as part of an activity without clear distinction from the original duration. As a result, time added to
the original duration may not effectively protect the planned schedule because when people realize that
they have more time to complete a task than the time known, their work productivity usually goes down
[Sterman, 2000]. It can also be explained by the Parkinson's law [Parkinson, 1957] that the work expands
to fill the time available for its completion.
In contrast to the traditional contingency buffer, Park and Pefia-Mora [2001]'s research argues that
reliability buffer can systemically protect the whole project schedule from being disrupted by failures in
individual activities. Reliability buffering first attempts to take off contingency buffers from individual
activities when there exists contingency buffer, and makes each activity benefit from appropriate schedule
pressure. Excessive schedule pressure may deteriorate workers' productivity. However, appropriate and
well managed schedule pressure can increase their productivity [Sterman, 2000]. This fact is derived from
not only the physiological and psychological effects but also logistical considerations. Suppose that
Activity A has 10 days to finish it. But, due to the urgent request from the owner, the duration of Activity
A is reduced as 8 days. The project manager explained this situation and announced it as a 'crisis' for the
project. In that case, construction crews would not resist this shortened duration and try to keep the
reduced schedule, even though overtime is applied. They would put off their personal activities for that
period with tolerance, though they may be tired. In that case, construction crews' productivity is increased
comparing to the planned productivity, when we measures it as work accomplished per hour of effort.
However, if Activity A has a longer duration like 50 days and required to finish within 40 days, crews
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would start to resist this request after some time because of their fatigue from declining health, lack of a
social life, and even family problem. Studies of the construction industry and other manual labor contexts
indicate that long work hours begin to reduce productivity after a week or two, with the full effect
requiring somewhat longer [Oliva, 1996].
After taking off contingency buffers from individual activities, the reliability buffer is positioned at
the beginning of activities, rather than the end of activity in the traditional contingency buffer. These
different logistics can handle ill-defined tasks by introducing a pre-checking process having time to
capture and correct predecessors' hidden errors before being performed in unknown state. Meanwhile, the
size of buffer needs to be varied depending on construction characteristics. The degree of overlapping
between activities should be decided in a way that enough time to discover and fix problems made in the
predecessor activity can be secured before the successor activity starts [Pefia-Mora and Li, 2001].
Following this argument, the size of buffer is determined by appropriate simulation using activity
characteristics and project control policies. In addition, the size and the location of the buffer are
continuously updated in order to handle changing construction performance, which results from the
updated information on construction system characteristics.
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CHAPTER 4
FEEDBACK PROCESSES BY ERRORS
AND CHANGES
Construction projects are inherently complex and dynamic, involving multiple feedback processes
[Sterman, 1992]. The uncertainty and complexity of projects results mainly from these feedback
processes in design and construction. Feedback processes can be represented as the simultaneity of the
positive and negative effects of decisions. In other words, the decision to handle a problem that arises can
have a positive effect, fixing the problem itself but, at the same time, it can have another side effect, one
that may generate other unintended problems.
One of the main sources for these feedback processes is the gap between the planned work scope and
the actual work scope, due to errors and changes. In other words, the work scope is usually increased as a
result of the discovery of errors and the request for changes throughout the actual execution. To deal with
this increase in the work scope as well as to keep the schedule as planned, the manager may take
appropriate control actions such as adding more resources (ex. material, equipment, workforce, and etc.),
or adopting overtime. Many other control actions can be taken in order to reduce this gap of work scope.
These solutions for the confronted problem, however, may generate unintended negative side effects on
the project performance, such as the decrease of productivity and quality. For example, although the
adoption of overtime may handle the increased amount of the work being performed, the extended work
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hours may increase the workforce's fatigue. Ultimately, accumulated fatigue could worsen productivity
and quality of work and would slow the project progress down as more errors and changes are introduced.
This explains why errors and changes are iterative and make the project uncertain and complex by
producing side effects from control actions that have been taken, as seen in Figure 2.
Negative side effects caused by errors and changes become more hazardous when fast-tracking and
concurrent engineering techniques are applied. Projects applying both techniques could be more uncertain
and complex due to the lack of finalized information about predecessor activities and the complex inter-
relationships of activities than traditional sequential development [Lee et al, 2003].
Therefore, the understanding of error and change and its iterative impact is a key to reduce multiple
feedback processes, particularly, in concurrent design and construction. On the following pages, as a
foundation for the proposed framework, we discuss the ways in which error and change are generated and
are represented in the actual construction processes.
Plan
Execution
Error &
Change
Reinforcing Balancing
- Generate other Ressolve the issuesproblems Monitor
Control
Actions
Figure 2. Feedback Processes throughout the Actual Execution
[Modified from MoonSeo Park, 2000]
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4.1. Definition of Error and Change
Most iterative cycles in design and construction are triggered by errors and changes. Error is defined
as defective work of poor quality, such as the placement of piling in the wrong location or poor concrete
performance; change is defined as any work required of the contractor or subcontractor that was not
specified in the original contract document [Trauner, 1992]. An example of this would be the owner's
request to change the building's purpose as from a usual office space to a library facility.
4.2. Causes for Error and Change
In the actual execution, errors and changes are not generated in a constant or predictable way. Their
generation depends on non-linear relationships with several variables which are time-dependent and
highly interactive. One such non-linear relationship is with the workers' learning curve of the applied
technology or method. In the learning process, it usually takes a considerable amount of time to be
proficient during the initial stages and there would be no notable improvement during the later stages. In
other words, the proficiency caused by the learning process usually follows 'S' shape curve. Therefore, it
can be said that errors have more possibility of being generated in these initial stages than the later stages
in terms of workers' learning curve.
Table 1. Key Variables which Affect Errors and Changes
Among many potential variables, Table 1 summarizes key variables which might affect errors and
changes and their characteristics in terms of controllability during the actual execution. In the case of
errors, most variables can be managed and controlled. For example, hiring experts or holding workshops
of the adopted construction technology could increase worker's skillfulness and boost learning curve in
its initial stages. At the same time, however, there are some uncontrollable variables which are related to
policy and environmental reliability. For example of the policy reliability, the adoption of unproven
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Key Variables Controllability
Policy, Environmental Reliability Uncontrollable
Error Worker's Experience, Schedule Pressure, Controllable
Learning Curve
Political, Social, Environmental Stability, Uncontrollable
Change External Change RequestInformation & Resource Availabillity, Controllable
Different Conditions, Lack of Action
process, technology, or material by the decisions of high-level management team, could include the
inherent problems which would generate errors during the actual execution. In addition, the bad weather,
as an example of the environmental reliability, could affect the concrete curing performance. In these
examples, errors may be hard to be managed and controlled by the project level decision.
On the other hand, in the case of changes, political, social, and environmental stability which affect
the change generated are not controllable and they are beyond the project level. External change requests
by the owner and high-level management team are also uncontrollable. However, other change requests
caused by information and resource unavailability, different conditions, and lack of action can be
controlled by the appropriate processes on the project level. For example, close investigation of the site
throughout precise methods could improve the accuracy of the information about site conditions and
consequently reduce the potential changes. Meanwhile, there may be certain changes that don't require
direct cost and consequent tasks, and this phenomenon is denoted as lack of action. One such example is
late inspection by a third party who has a direct contract with owner. If he/she performs inspection two
days later than stated date in the specification, it generates two day schedule delay. Though it does not
drive up any cost or require unplanned additional tasks to catch up with usual change cases, it can be
categorized as a change based on the above definition [Trauner, 1992]. This kind of change is common in
design and construction projects due to a significant amount of interactions among related parties.
4.3. Error and Change Impact Patterns
Among many possible ways to classify error and change impact patterns on construction, this paper
focuses on their impacts on the work scope in order to quantify how much they generate additional
unplanned works. As mentioned earlier, the increased work scope mainly caused by errors and changes is
the source of feedback processes. Therefore, identifying how errors and change influences on the work
scope can help to capture and reduce feedback processes.
Error and change impacts can have three different patterns, rework, scope substitution, and extra work,
during construction processes as illustrated in Table 2. The first pattern is the rework of an activity
required for it to achieve the planned goal, and its target is the problematic task or the issued task. In other
words, it is to work again on the problematic or the issued task. Therefore, the work amount of rework is
the same as the original work. For example, if the location of piles is different from the original plan, one
possible reaction is to add piles on the planned location, keeping previous piles. Or piles can be added
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after removing previous piles. In the case of change, as illustrated in Table 2, assuming that change is
requested to increase the structure capacity of piles to bear more load than planned, adding more piles can
be a way to accommodate the change request.
The second one is the scope substitution on the project. It does not require any unplanned additional
work, but substitutes the kind of work to be performed. Therefore, it does not generate any additional
work amount. In the case of above wrong location of piles, manager can decide to change the subsequent
works in order to keep the previous work. Due to the change of pile location, subsequent column and
floor installation can be different from the original plan, but there is no need for additional works in
succeeding activities.
Finally, the third on is the extra work. It is generated to supplement error or change and requires
performing unplanned additional work in the other tasks or activities. Extra work is usually preferred to
rework in the construction because construction rework is normally accompanied with the demolition of
what has already been built [Park and Pelia-Mora, 2003] and direct additional work amount is usually less
than rework. As a result, construction managers tend to avoid rework on problematic tasks by adopting
extra work modifying their design and specification. Therefore, the work amount can be represented as
less than the possible rework and more than scope substitution.
Table 2. Example of Error and Change Impact Patterns in Construction
[Augmented from MoonSeo Park, 2000]
Planned Error or Change Error or Change Impact Patterns in Construction
Performance Generation Rework Scope Substitution Extra Work
Error Case
Exml Adding
Piling Error Generation: To keep work so far,Piling is not located as Tis are added to Column position is unpla can vers areplanned achieeplanned goal. chgd. installed.
Change Request & Adding
Approval: I r
Change Case "Increase the structure --
capacity of piles to bearExample more load, since heavier
equie ont is g tc re Additional piles are The size of columns Is To keep work so far,
added. changed.laned.
avr or change gencrnlion Object: Activity A Object: Activity B Object: Activity BGantt Chart dela _ __ _
Denotation A: Piling
B: Structure
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However, in general, error and change impact pattern is not issued individually. In the above piling
example, if the scope substitution is adopted for a wrong pile location, columns could not handle the
planned area as expected. Therefore, additional cantilever work could be added to the successor activity
to structurally cover the planned area as illustrated in Table 2, and it is extra work. This phenomenon can
be interpreted as iterative cycle because the later extra work is apparently caused by the former scope
substitution based on the relationships with each other, rather than being occurred individually. This is
also applied to the above change case. Additional columns can be installed as the extra work in order to
incorporate the change of the piling activity, and even the size of column can be enlarged to accommodate
the increased bearing capacity as the scope substitution.
Therefore, in order to capture total impact of error and change, each direct error and change impact
pattern is identified as seen earlier, for example, A causes B as rework and B causes C as extra work. And
then the corresponding quantification is applied to get the quantity of each sequence and finally, total
impacts of error and change are acquired by the sum of total sequence.
4.4. Derivative Activity
Error and change impacts on the construction performance vary depending on several factors such as
an activity own characteristics and its relationships with other activities [Park and Pefia-Mora, 2001].
However, the serious impact of error and change usually occurs when they are discovered at the later
stages. For example, if error and change in the predecessor activity are found and immediately adopted in
the predecessor activity, the possible reaction is executing that task again or executing additional work to
accommodate the generated error or change. Therefore, their impact on the successor activity may not be
very significant because the successor activity can have time to adopt them.
However, if error and change in the predecessor activity are discovered at the successor activity, its
impact on performance requires careful attention due to the subsequent impacts of already performed
work. Errors and changes that are not immediately discovered and approved after their generation are
main sources that make the project uncertain and complex because they usually cause sudden work
overflow at late stages of the project, which is called 'the last minute syndrome' [Lee et al, 2003].
In this case, two cases are possible in concurrent engineering as illustrated in Figure 3. One of them is
that error or change in the predecessor activity is found before the predecessor activity finishes. In this
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case, the successor activity can request correction or adoption of the error or change during the execution
of the predecessor activity. Due to the work re-executed on the predecessor activity, the successor activity
can be delayed before the work in the predecessor activity is completed again. In addition, the predecessor
and the successor activity may do more work to correct already completed work because of their inter-
relationships such as physical and procedural constraints. The other case is after the predecessor activity
finishes. If the only way to deal with error or change in the predecessor activity is to work again
throughout the predecessor activity, its impact is more significant than the previous case, because workers
and equipments in the predecessor activity were already withdrawn. In addition, if the predecessor and the
successor activity are performed by different subcontractors, this situation can require new or additional
contract to accommodate the discovered error or change, and it may generate a contractual dispute in
order to avoid the responsibility of this error or change. We denote this situation as 'derivative activity'
and whether error or change is detected early and whether they are throughout an adequate error and
change management process becomes a significant issue in the effective management of the scope and the
corresponding performance.
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CHAPTER 5
QUALITY AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT
MECHANISM
Discussions on different impact patterns of error and change show that they cannot be treated as
discrete events. Therefore, identifying how error and change behave and are managed during the actual
execution is a critical point to effectively deal with them. In this sense, the framework for quality and
change management is proposed with dynamic relationships among design and construction activities.
For this, a holistic view is adopted, rather than the discrete view of traditional network planning tools.
5.1. Internal Quality and Change Management Mechanism
Before exploring the whole project network, we discuss how error and change behave internally
within the activity. As summarized in Figure 4, first, work is performed based on the given work scope.
However, all the work being performed does not guarantee that this work is done correctly and can have
errors. To represent this situation, reliability is here defined as the degree of how much performed tasks
has been done correctly during the actual execution. High reliability means that a small number of errors
are introduced, while low reliability represents the possibility of a great number of errors during design
and construction. For example, if Activity A has 90% reliability, error in the Activity A is expected to be
10% of the total work scope during the actual execution. In addition, this reliability can be varied
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depending on diverse variables over time. For instance, if the schedule pressure becomes high as the
project progresses, the worker's fatigue would be increased and consequently, more errors would be
introduced, which means reliability becomes low.
However, some portions of errors may not be uncovered and become hidden during the quality
management process. In order to explain this situation, we use the dynamic variable, the quality
management thoroughness, which is defined as the degree of how many of the existing quality problems
are identified during a quality management process. For example, if Activity A has 90% of the quality
management thoroughness, 90% of total errors are discovered and remaining 10% would be hidden
throughout the quality management process.
This concept is based on the fact that applied quality management techniques are not perfect and
constant during the execution. In reality, diverse techniques for quality management can be applied and
they have a different effect on error discovery depending on several conditions such as their effectiveness
on a particular kind of construction project and users' familiarity of applied techniques. Suppose welding
is performed in the pipe installation activity in the building construction. Reinforcement welding is often
used as a quality management technique if welding volume is not sufficient. The inspector found that
welding volume of pipes in the second floor is not sufficient, and that means error is uncovered during the
quality management process by the inspector. He asked the worker to do reinforcement welding on that
already performed pipe and left for the third floor. However, the worker assigned for reinforcement has
only experience on basic welding tasks not reinforcement welding. Reinforcement needs to be performed
carefully because excessive reinforcement can affects the fatigue-strength of a welding part. Due to
his/her no knowledge on this fact, excessive reinforcement may occur since the worker may think that
more is better. In that case, welding parts with excessive welding will become hidden errors. Therefore,
quality management thoroughness represents the actual effectiveness of applied techniques on the
particular work as seen in the above example.
Last component for the internal quality management process is the elasticity for error. The elasticity
for error represents how much the schedule pressure affects the personnel who perform the quality
management process. In other words, if inspectors have more works to be inspected than usual and feel
the pressure to meet the schedule, he/she would force them to be progressed aggressively. Therefore,
there are more chances that errors become hidden due to his/her hurry. In this sense, having enough
quality management staff would be one of the solutions to manage unexpected additional work, and this
phenomenon has not been paid much attention to by traditional project management practice. In summary,
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the elasticity for error is adopted to represent the effect of the schedule pressure on the quality
management thoroughness, and their relationship, together with the quantification, is derived from the
interview and survey with the quality management staff.
Having these components, each uncovered and hidden error generation ratio can be represented as the
form in Eq. (1) and (2), respectively:
n
Eu = (I - R(t)) x fl (Mqi ai) (1)
i=1
n
Eh = (1 - R(t)) x H (1-Mqiai) (2)
i=1
where, Eu is uncovered error generation ratio, Eh is hidden error generation ratio, R(t) is reliability in
a given activity, Mqi is the quality management thoroughness of the overall effectiveness of several
applied techniques, ai is the elasticity for each error generation ratio, i represents each applied technique,
and n is total number of techniques in the quality management process. The left-side of equations, (J-R(t)),
are the projected total error generation ratio and the right-side product explains the dynamic effect of the
applied techniques. In this case, the product is used in order to combine impacts of different techniques
because the failure of one of the applied techniques means the system failure.
Meanwhile, change order process has a slightly complex management mechanism. It has two major
elements. One is the scope management process, and the other is the claim and change group. First,
change is triggered based on stability having a given initial scope. Stability is defined as the degree of
how many tasks will be done without change request and is insusceptible to scope management issues.
High stability means that small number of changes would be issued to a particular activity, while low
stability represents the possibility of significant number of change requests during the execution of a
particular activity. For instance, if activity A has 90% stability, 10% of the work scope would be subject
to change. Among potential changes, some changes can or can't be identified through scope management
thoroughness similar to the quality management process. Change that is not identified during scope
management process is represented as latent change. Latent changes are changes that have not been
identified and have the potential to be reactivated as identified change at a later stage. Also, change
generation process has the elasticity for change with respect to scope management thoroughness. Based
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on these factors, identified and latent change generation ratio is formulated in the form of Eq. (3) and Eq.
(4):
n
Ci =(1 -S (t)) X1(Msi fi)
i=1
n
Cl = (I - S (t)) x rl (I - Msi')
(3)
(4)
i=1
where, Ci is identified change generation ratio, Ci is latent change generation ratio, S(t) is stability in a
given activity, Msi is the scope management thoroughness of the overall effectiveness of several applied
techniques, fli is the elasticity for each change generation ratio, i represents each applied technique, n is
total number of techniques in the scope management process. The left-side of equations, (1-S(t)), are the
total error generation ratio and the right-side product explains the dynamic effect of the applied
techniques.
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However, another process is involved in changes after the above categorization. That is the role of the
claim and change groups in a project, which is initiated in order to deal with the claim and change order
process. Identified change isn't always approved by the claim and change group because of itsfeasibility.
For example, the explosion method was planned for excavation work for Project A. But, the owner failed
to get permission to use that method from the local authorities due to community's objection to noise and
dust. In that case, the scrape and excavate method can be an alternative to the explosion method in Project
A. However, if equipment and subcontractors for the explosion method were already contracted and
another equipment and subcontractors for the scrape and excavate method are contracted additionally, it
would create significant cost increase. Therefore, the claim and change group on the project can object to
the scrape and excavate method and suggest that the owner persuade the community aggressively to
prevent paying double cost. In other words, whether identified change becomes approved change or
rejected change depends on the feasibility of the requested change.
In addition, rejected changes become latent change due to the potential for reactivation, particularly,
if certain events work against particular action been undertaken. For example, even though the scrape and
excavate method was rejected by the claim and change group, it may be brought back to the table if the
owner fails to get permission from the community. Rejected change can also be permanently discarded
change, if there is no need for further consideration. In this change example, though the scrape and
excavate method is rejected due to the budget and contractual problem, but it still remains as latent
change in order to prepare the worst case, like the community's final objection. If the explosion method is
performed without any further problems or is too infeasible to adopt in this stage due to cost or
contractual problems, the scrape and excavate method will be permanently discarded. The process for re-
consideration for rejected changes is denoted as latent re-evaluation. Latent re-evaluation determines if
rejected changes are adopted as latent changes or permanently discarded changes. In addition, latent
changes also have a possibility to be reactivated due to certain factors related to criticality and inflexibility
of certain activities. Continuing with the above example, while the owner tries to persuade the community
to get permission, the scrape and excavate method, latent change, may be back to the table of the claim
and change group due to the schedule delay. Though permission from the community is still progressing
and the owner reported their positive reaction to the claim and change group, the schedule delay brought
by this process becomes intolerable to wait any more, because the excavation work is a very critical and
inflexible activity as a starting point of a chain of subsequent structural activities such as the foundation
and the superstructure work. In other words, the other subsequent activities can not progress without the
completion of the excavation work.
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Though change was not introduced as approved change, this latent change may be issued again
because it is very critical to the whole network and the activity is very inflexible, which means there are
very few or uneconomical choices as the alternatives to this latent change.
5.2. Work Multipliers
So far, it could be observed how error and change can be generated and differentiated based on their
behaviors and state in the internal construction process. However, without capturing the dynamic
relationships among activities, they may not reflect the actual conditions and effects on construction
processes. For instance, if identified change in the scope management process is approved by the claim
and change group, its effect can vary depending on the relationships with internal or external activities. In
our previous change example, the scrape and excavate method may be approved as a change replacing the
explosion method. In that case, it can generate subsequent changes to the remaining tasks within that
activity or successor activities such as their late start, because it is less effective than the explosion
method in terms of required duration. Consequently, this late start may generate other contractual
problems in the worst case and that means its effects can not be limited to just that issue having different
impact. Work multiplier is contrived in order to capture this dynamic relationship and to quantify its
effect. For this, sensitivity is adopted here to address these impact relationships within or among activities.
The former is denoted as internal sensitivity and the latter as external sensitivity. In addition, sensitivity is
related to not only change but also error impact. For example, if piling is wrongly located as seen before,
subsequent column and floor work may be affected by different impact strength based on their
relationship with piling work.
The one point to note is that sensitivity also governs hidden errors and latent changes. Though they
are not uncovered or approved, they can impact successor activities such as generating quality problems.
In the piling case, if manager didn't catch the error in piling location, this hidden error may also generate
subsequent errors on successor activities like continuously wrongly located columns.
Therefore, total hidden error and latent change impact as well as total uncovered error and approved
change impact, which are denoted as A and B in Figure 4, are finally determined by sensitivity. It implies
that the reduction of hidden errors and latent changes is necessary to avoid late and sudden overflow of
work to meet the scheduled date, usually known as 'the last minute syndrome'.
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5.3. Impact of Adjusted Scope and Not Adjusted Scope
The initial scope, C in Figure 4, is given before the activity starts. However, as the activity progresses,
newly introduced work scope may be added to the initial scope due to uncovered errors and approved
changes. Of course, these errors and changes include their impacts within the activity through internal
sensitivity to account for its impact on the activity under study. Therefore, adjusted scope, D in Figure 4,
is denoted as the newly added scope with the initial scope and is updated as the activity goes on. In other
words, it is apparently perceived as the work to do by managers. Meanwhile, hidden errors and latent
changes are also errors and changes though they are not uncovered or approved as errors and changes.
These errors and changes, with their impact on that activity through internal sensitivity, are denoted as not
adjusted scope, E in Figure 4. Not adjusted scope represents a crucial meaning to the project performance,
because it is not perceived by managers even though errors may be corrected or considered inevitable at a
later time as seen in F and G in Figure 4.
Detailed procedure can be explained using the feedback structure illustrated on Figure 5. First, Loop
A and B show change management mechanism and these loops explain the impact of latent change on the
stability. If latent changes are accumulated in the process, they may make the stability of the system
deteriorate and consequently, more change requests are addressed. In the previous excavation work
example, assume that the scrape and excavate method is rejected and becomes latent change because the
claim and change group decided to suggest the owner persuade the community with additional research
on dust and noise issues by commissioning a third authority. However, in order to keep the original plan,
they may use significant amount of unplanned budget and time to prepare the meeting with the
community and to do additional commissioning. Furthermore, the start of successor activities can be
further delayed till they get permission from the community. Though it is less expensive to reject the
scrape and excavate method than to approve it, several unplanned effects are derived from this rejected
and latent change. Similarly, hidden errors may also deteriorate the reliability of the process as denoted
by Loop C and D in Figure 5. In the piling example, unnoticed wrongly located piles may generate other
quality problems on subsequent column and floor works such as the failure of welding between column
and floor.
The important point is the connection between these loops as denoted by E and F in Figure 5. If
hidden errors are accumulated through the process, it may affect the stability, which represents the
possibility of change generation. In the previous piling example, let's assume that wrongly located piles
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were not found in the quality management process and became a hidden error. At that time, the owner
requested the change of building purpose from normal office space to another space which can deal with
library facilities. Normally, the library requires greater load-bearing capacity than normal office space.
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Figure 5. Feedback Processes on Quality and Change Management Process
The claim and change group accepted the owner's request because the original structural plan had
redundant dead load capacity. However, it can be hazardous to adopt the requested change, because
wrongly located piles may reduce the capability to bear planned dead load. When the manager noticed
this hidden error, the decision of the claim and change group had been already made and it might generate
the subsequent changes to solve this hidden error problem. Therefore, hidden error as well as latent
change may deteriorate stability of the process. This phenomenon is also applied to latent change, which
can affect reliability of the process as denoted by F in Figure 5.
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In addition, these iteration cycles introduce delay through several steps as denoted by G in Figure 5.
Finally, delay can deteriorate scope and quality management processes denoted by H in Figure 5 and,
consequently, generate more hidden errors and latent changes. If we assume that Activity A is in the
critical path and delayed significantly, the manager may decide to reduce scope and quality management
thoroughness on purpose in order to drive up the execution speed. However, that action may not catch
errors and changes and it has a potential to be just a temporary expedient. Therefore, it may generate more
hidden errors and latent changes and the project can suffer at the later stage due to the last-minute
syndrome.
5.4. External Quality and Change Management Mechanism
External sensitivity can make error and change within one activity influence predecessors and
successors, which is displayed in Figure 6. For example, total uncovered error impact (A) and total
approved change impact (B) in the activity under study become respective total uncovered error
amplification (C) and total approved change amplification (D) to the predecessor activity through the
predecessor activity's external sensitivity (E). And then total uncovered error amplifcation (C) and total
approved change amplification (D) transfers to total uncovered error and approved change amplification
in the predecessor activity (F). The reason that uncovered error and approved change are combined is
because they are perceived by the manager and the scope will be adjusted to incorporate them. In addition,
total uncovered error and approved change amplification of the predecessor activity (F) includes the
impact of the activity under study (C, D) and its own total uncovered error and change impact. The same
flow is also applied to the successor activity.
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Figure 6. External Quality & Change Management To Predecessor and Successor Activities
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Meanwhile, total hidden error impact (G) and total latent change impact (H) in the activity under study
also amplify their effect to the predecessor and the successor activity through corresponding external
sensitivity (E, I). After transferred to the predecessor and the successor activity, all amplifications adjust
the predecessor and the successor scope. In case of hidden error and latent change, they are accumulated
on not adjusted scope of the respective predecessor and successor activity. This process is iterated till the
end of the project.
Predecessor (P) Activity Under Study (AUS) Successor (S)
--------- - - -------
Total Uncovered Total Uncovered Total Uncovered
Error Impact Error Amplification Error Impact
FromP&S
Total Hidde Total Hidden Total Hidden
Error Impact Error Amplification Error Impact
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Figure 7. External Quality & Change Management Impact
From Predecessor and Successor Activities
Finally, this interaction between activities can be extended to the whole network of the project as seen
in Figure 8. If one error or change is generated at the activity, it may affect the activity itself as well as
can propagate to the subsequent activities and even the whole network, particularly, in concurrent design
and construction.
This propagation of iterative cycles shows the need for the holistic approach to deal with the impact
of uncertain events. Traditional static approach may address the propagation impact on the schedule
network, however, it lacks the capability to explain what causes what and the quantification of the
propagation impact. In addition, the above propagation impact on the project performance can be
addressed by the performance differentiation, which will be covered at next section.
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CHAPTER 6
PERFORANCE
Having the understanding of the impact of iterative cycles allows us to differentiate the project
performance as planned, perceived, and real performance. Planned performance is the intended
performance determined during the planning stage and it can be expressed as a kind of goal before the
actual execution. After a project starts, the manager checks the ongoing performance in several ways, and
the monitored performance can be referred to as perceived performance. In other words, the gap between
goal and ongoing status can be explained by the effect of uncovered errors and approved changes, as
denoted by A in Figure 9.
Usually, the manager changes or corrects the subsequent plan based on this gap. However, this way of
comparison may ignore the impact of dynamic relationships on the project. Real performance considers
dynamic relationships between the effect of hidden errors and latent changes, and it is what really
happens in the project, as denoted by B in Figure 9. The difference between perceived performance and
real performance is often disregarded during usual project management. If we can perceive and
understand this gap, it would help manage the performance profiles and the reduction of the subsequent ill
effects of missing actions, such as sudden work overflow at late stage.
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CHAPTER 7
DYNAMIC PROJECT MODEL
In order to represent iterative cycles and their impact on the construction performance, a dynamic
project model was developed by incorporating the framework of quality and change management, and
reliability and stability buffering into system dynamics models as well as schedule networking concepts.
The dynamic project model can be applied to the general construction process with the ability to be
customized to a specific project or activity.
In this section, we discuss general issues on system dynamics modeling, and then the generic process
model, which is the backbone of the dynamic project model. Finally, the schema of the dynamic project
model is introduced by briefly presenting supporting model structures.
7.1. Issues on System Dynamic Modeling
The dynamic project model developed in this research focuses on the strategic analysis as well as the
operational analysis of the traditional network-based tools. The differentiation between strategic and
operational analyses can be highlighted with the following example. When the project manager estimates
the project completion time, subjective and informal factors for productivity such as workforce morale,
schedule pressure, workers' experience level, and the technical difficulty level of a project are assumed
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based on his/her experience. However, if these assumptions do not match the actual state, the estimate on
the project completion time will become wrong. In this case, the traditional network tools lack the ability
to provide explicit analyses for this wrong schedule estimate due to their static approach. In contrast,
system dynamics modeling adopted by this research focuses on the analysis of the dynamics in associated
with those factors and their impact on the project performance. As a result, a dynamic modeling approach
based on system dynamics can provide important strategic insights into the planning and control of
construction projects.
However, the operational analysis provided by the traditional network-based tools cannot be ignored
due to their capability to deal with the detailed logic of the work structure, normally, represented in a
network. Therefore, integrating the operational detail of the traditional approach and the systemic view of
system dynamics modeling approach can offer accurate estimations for construction projects [Rodrigues
and Bowers, 1996]. Based on this recognition, the dynamic project model aims to deal with strategic
issues as well as operational analysis by incorporating scheduling network concepts, such as precedence
relationships, critical path, and probabilistic duration estimation, into system dynamics models.
7.2. Generic Process Model
The generic process model is developed to represent the basic construction process focusing on
iterative cycles during the actual execution and it is based on the existing system dynamics project model,
which has been developed by many researchers and practitioners. This existing model was extended to
deal with iterative cycles by quality problems and their settlement along with 'Request For Information'
(RFI) at the original DPM model.
ReExecutionRequestOn
WorkNotCompletedRate (RER)
Work WorkCompleted
Introduction WorkRate WR) Rate (WCR)
Rate (WIR)
Figure 10. Generic Process Model with Quality Management Process at the Existing Project Model
[Adopted from Ford & Sterman, 1997; MoonSeo Park, 2000; Lyneis et al, 20011
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Figure 10 illustrates the basic stock and flow structure of the construction process with iterative
cycles. In the stock of WorkToDo, work is done based on normal work rate and resource availability. And,
then tasks done are moved to and accumulated in the stock of WorkAwaitingQM where those tasks await
quality inspections. If they pass inspection, the approved tasks go to the stock of WorkCompleted and are
released to succeeding activities. Otherwise, they need to be performed again and consequently, go back
to WorkToDo. Whether tasks pass inspection or not depends on errors, which are governed by reliability.
Here, the error cycle due to uncovered error is apparently addressed by the stock and flow diagram.
Based on the above model description, equations for each stock and flow are formulated as seen in
Figure 11. Each flow is constructed based on related variables and time change, and then the stock is
formulated as the integral of netflow (inflow-outflow) as seen in Figure 11. By representing as the
integral of the netflow, the stock can represent its current amount which is changed by time-dependent
netflow.
dt)(Stock])=(Inflow-Outflow)
WokNotConpletedRate (RER)
WRj]=min(WTDUYWtU], PWRRUj)
WorkRate (WR)
44k
RERUj=(1-Rej])*(WAQM[jYavgQMtj])
WCRj]=Rej]*(WAQM[jYavgQMt[j])
WorkCompleted
Rate (WCR)
(d/dt)(WTDUj])=WIR[j]+RER[j]-WRU]) (d/dt)(WAQM[j])=WRUI-RERUI-WCRUI (d/dt)(WC[jI)=WCR[j]
*Note j= activity, k=preceding, and j, k 6(1,2,3...,n}
PWRR: PotentialWorkRatefromResource Wt: WorkTime Re: Reliability avgQt: AverageQMTimeavgQMt
Figure 11. Generic Process Model and Equations
[Adopted from MoonSeo Park, 2000]
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However, the real construction process is not that simple, as we have discussed so far. Accordingly,
the model structure in Figure 10 is not adequate to properly address dynamic and complex cycles
involved in construction such as settlement through RFI, change request, and work multipliers. To
incorporate these issues, the generic process model in Figure 10 is extended, as illustrated in Figure 12.
The generic process model in Figure 12 has six main stocks (gray boxes), which represent iterative cycle
processes. In addition, the co-flow structure in Figure 12 (white boxes) accounts for error and change
generation in detail.
In associated with WorkToDo, the scope management process is conducted before the start of
actual task execution. If changes are identified at this scope management process, problematic tasks go to
the stock of WorkAwaitingCCGDecision to be discussed in the claim and change group (A). However, if
a hidden error or latent change of the predecessor activity is found at this stage, it is settled down through
RFI to the predecessor activity (B). In addition, in the stock of WorkAwaitingRFIReply, there are three
ways to flow out. The first option is going back to WorkToDo (C), because it may be decided to
accommodate the change made in the predecessor activity. If not, the successor activity can request the
correction of the change (D). Therefore, the associated task accumulates in the stock of
WorkPendingDueToPredecessorChange. It will be back to WorkToDo and performed after correction in
the predecessor activity is completed (E). Back to WorkAwaitingRFIReply, the last option is to flow into
the stock of WorkAwaitingCCGDecision (F). If it is revealed as a latent change in the predecessor activity,
the manager may request the decision to the claim and change group. In short,
WorkAwaitingCCGDecision have two inflows one from WorkAwatingRFIReply (F) and one from
WorkToDo (A). At the same time, a change can be approved or rejected based on the decision of the
claim and change group. If a change is rejected, it goes back to WorkToDo and will be performed as latent
change (G). In the other case, it also goes back to WorkToDo, but can introduce additional work
depending on sensitivity (H).
On the other hand, work multiplier can be represented by multiplying work scope with sensitivity.
There are three ways in requesting additional work. First, additional work can be requested by
TotalInternalAdoption. TotalInternalAdoption of the activity under study is composed of two cases; one
is when change is approved by the claim and change group (Ii) and the other is when accommodating
change made in the predecessor activity through RFIs (12). Therefore, it is required to do additional work
(I3) or re-execution on already completed tasks of the activity under study (14). One point to note is that
internal sensitivity is used to decide the amount of newly requested work. The second case is
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TotalExternalAdoption from the predecessor and the successor activity, which can generate additional
work (Ji) or re-execution (J2), through respective external sensitivity with the predecessor and the
successor activity. Finally, as we observed earlier, when hidden errors or latent changes are discovered,
the request of re-execution from the successor activity can also generate additional work through internal
sensitivity (Ki) as well as re-execution (K2).
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Figure 12. Equation and Behavior of Extended Generic DPM Process Model
Having understood these mechanisms, the equations in Figure 12 can be formulated for the generic
process model. In addition, illustrated graphs show the behaviors of each stock and flow during the
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construction period. With the extended generic process model, the dynamic project model more
effectively simulates the impact of the iterative cycle on the project performance. In addition, other
supporting model structures assist in addressing the relationship between iterative cycles and the project
performance, which will be detailed in the following section.
7.3. Schema of the Dynamic Project Model
As illustrated in Figure 13, the schema of the dynamic project model is introduced to provide
supporting model structures to the dynamic project model. It supports the dynamic project model with the
project scope, resource acquisition and allocation, the project target, and the project performance.
Illustrated interactions in the schema of the dynamic project model are explicitly transplanted to the
dynamic project model.
In detail, before a project starts, the project has its own initial scope, resource, and target as inputs for
project execution. After the project starts, the process having initially three inputs will generate
performance profiles, and it reflects the status of the construction process. As the performance shows its
reaction to the applied process status, the three inputs can be adjusted through the process. These adjusted
inputs are transferred to the process, which will generate the different performance profiles and finally
these interactions are iterated until not adjusted scope is identified and real performance is achieved.
Scope
-Initial Scope
Adjusted Scope
-Not Adjusted
Scope
Target Process Performance
- Initial Target Costruction PerformanceAdjusted Target Process 
-Perceived
- Not Adjusted 
- Iterative Cycles PerformanceTarget 
-Work Multipliers 
- Re PerformanceI~- Dynamic
Parameters
Resource
Initial Resource
- djusted Resource
-Not Adjusted
Resource
Figure 13. Schema of Dynamic Project Model
[Modified from Ford & Sterman, 1998]
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CHAPTER 8
THE EFFECT OF RELIABILITY AND
STABILITY BUFFERING
One of the major components of the original DPM is reliability buffering, and it provides the
mechanism to update the planned schedule with a different approach than the traditional buffering as
introduced earlier. In this section, reliability buffering is denoted as reliability and stability buffering to be
able to incorporate both quality and change management issues, and is enhanced in order to effectively
deal with uncertainties in concurrent design and construction.
8.1. Reliability and Stability Buffer Split
Though reliability and stability buffering has great promise for schedule protection from
unpredictable events, it may be ineffective to deal with the uncertainties of successor activities, if the
overlapping period is physically significant in related activities. For instance, suppose errors and changes
are more generated at Zone B than Zone A of Activity A as illustrated in Figure 14. The reliability and
stability buffer may not handle them effectively though it uses up the whole possible buffer size, because
the covering period that the reliability and stability buffer of successor activity can handle may be only
for Zone A not B. In other words, the reliability and stability buffer only has limited information of the
predecessor activity.
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To avoid this situation, the reliability and stability buffer split is introduced as the form of a second
buffer, if the buffer which is located at the beginning of the activity can be said to be the first buffer. The
second buffer is only activated in the case that two related activities share much overlapped period or the
predecessor activity has almost been overlapped by the successor activity. If activities have a serial
scheduling network such as finish-to-start relationship with positive lag, the first reliability and stability
buffer can deal with the uncertainty of the successor activity without the second buffer because it has firm
information on the successor activity. Otherwise, the second buffer may be activated and can supplement
the first buffer in excessive concurrent development. On the other hand, in terms of location, the second
buffer occurs at the time when the predecessor activity finishes. As the actual process is performed, the
location of second buffer may be varied depending on the predecessor activity finish time.
Hidden Error or Latent Change
Generation in the Predecessor Activity
I r I I I I i I I I I
* - J I I I I -i I I I I I J -
-- 1- r- - - - - - - -
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* Reliability &
Stability Buffering:
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Stability Buffering Split:
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RSB: Reliability & Stability Buffer
RSBI: First Buffer
RSB2: Second Buffer
Projected Subsequent Delay
in the Successor Activity
Original Duration I I
Figure 14. Reliability and Stability Buffer Split
8.2. The Effect of Reliability and Stability Buffering
Reliability buffering can effectively deal with error and change impact to prevent the possible domino
effect during the construction process [Pefia-Mora and Park, 2001]. In addition, the reliability and
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stability buffer split can have more positive impact on error and change iteration during the construction
process.
At the beginning, we discussed error and change impact on performance by discovery time and
location. If error or change in the predecessor activity is discovered at the successor activity, especially,
after the predecessor activity finishes, it can have a strong impact on the successor activity as well as the
predecessor activity. Reliability and stability buffering can reduce error or change impact and avoid the
occurrence of derivative activity, even though the predecessor errors or changes are discovered at the
successor activity.
'VActivity A
- I-
Error X Y
Generation
Activity A
S 10 Activity B
Fist Buffer Second Buffer
Figure 15. The Effect of Reliability and Stability Buffering
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For example, assume that Activity A and B are developed concurrently having start-to-start
relationship with lag 10 as illustrated in Figure 15. During Activity A's execution, if error is uncovered
during the quality management process at the point of X and it requires rework at that time, it generates
time delay but does not require any additional work to either activities as denoted by the gray dashed box.
However, if extra work is adopted by a managerial decision, it can generate subsequent scope substitution
or extra work to the successor activity. In this situation, the reliability and stability buffer in Activity B,
which is located at the beginning of the activity, can make sure that the subsequent change is checked
before Activity B starts. If error is generated at the point of Y, the second buffer, which is located at the
time when the predecessor activity finishes, can reduce this subsequent impact on Activity B.
However, late discovery of hidden errors or latent changes in the predecessor activity may generate
more serious and iterative impact on related activities with quality deterioration and a ripple effect on the
successor and concurrent activities. In the same Figure 15, error is generated at the point of X, but it is
found during the execution of the successor Activity B as hidden errors of the predecessor activity. In that
case, it may request additional work to the predecessor activity. However, the adoption of the successor
activity's requests may generate additional work to already completed tasks in the successor activity. In
this case, the reliability and stability buffer provides more pre-checking time to discover hidden errors of
the predecessor activity before actual execution of Activity B. Even if error is generated at the point of Y
and becomes hidden error, it can be revealed by the second buffer and possibly avoid the ripple effect on
the successor activity.
8.3. The Validation of Reliability and Stability Buffer
To validate the effect of proposed reliability and stability buffering for concurrent design and
construction, three cases are simulated as no buffering, only first buffer, and first and second buffer case
with the base scenario which is detailed in Table 3. Both Activity A and B have 60-day duration having
start-to-start precedence relationship with lag 30. In buffering cases, we assume that 20% of the activity
duration is used for schedule contingency and 50% of that contingency is fed as the reliability and
stability buffer. In the case that the first and the second buffer are considered at the same time, respective
buffer takes 50% of total reliability and stability buffer size. Therefore, if the only first buffer is
considered, first buffer size is 6 days and in the case of the first and second buffer, each buffer takes 3
days for buffer size.
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In this model setting, if the only first buffer is considered, it plays a role to find problems in the
predecessor activity as the form of a pre-checking process. However, in the case that the first and the
second buffer are considered together, it may not be realistic to stop all progressed works due to the
second buffer period in terms of resource idle time and work continuity. Therefore, 50% of the work
amount is assumed in the planning stage to be performed during the second buffer period. In addition, no
policy parameters are considered, such as overtime and flexible headcounts, to estimate the pure effect of
reliability and stability buffering.
Table 3. Model Setting and Simulation Result
As seen at the bottom of Table 3, cases applying the reliability and stability buffer show better ability
to reduce durations than the no buffering case. This result is mainly due to the absorption of error and
change impacts of Activity A during buffer periods in Activity B. In addition, appropriate schedule
pressure achieved through reduced target duration (60 -* 48 days) enables improvement in the workers'
productivity of both activities in the buffering applied case.
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Production Type Slow Slow
Construction Characteristics Reliability 0.9 0.9I Stability 0.9 0.9
Sensitivity 1 1
Quality Management Thoroughness 0.8 0.8
Scope Management Thoroughness 0.8 0.8
RFI Period (Day) 6 6
CCG Period (Day) 7 7
Buffering Schedule Contingency 0.2 0.2
Fraction of Buffering NA 0.5
Only First Buffer Buffer Size (Days) NA 6
First Buffer & First Buffer Size (Days) NA 3
Second Buffer Second Buffer Size (Days) NA 3
No Buffering Case 80 108
Only First Buffer Case 71 95
First Buffer & Second Buffer Case 71 86
Precedence Relationship Start-to-Start 30 (Lag)
On the other hand, all simulated durations of the three cases are longer than the duration by CPM, 90
days. This can be explained by the lack of considerations for error and change iterative cycles on CPM
while the dynamic project model of DPM can consider their impact on performance based on activity
characteristics as discussed earlier. In addition, the duration of CPM may be difficult to achieve
accurately, if the actual conditions of the activities were materialized [Park and Peia-Mora, 2001].
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Figure 16. Simulation Result of No Buffering and Buffering Adaptation
Meanwhile, the simultaneous consideration of the first and the second buffer reduces duration of
Activity B as much as 22% from the no buffering case (108 -+ 86 days) and 9% from the only first buffer
case (95 -+ 86 days). This result can be achieved in that the second buffer can deal with error and change
impact of the later part of Activity A, where the first buffer can't. In Figure 16, hidden errors and latent
changes of Activity A are reduced due to the discovery of them at the first and second buffer period.
These reduced fractions of hidden errors and latent changes allow reliability and stability to avoid their
harmful ripple effects on performance. In addition, though newly introduced work of Activity A in the
buffer case are more numerous than the no buffering case, their early adoption makes newly introduced
work of Activity B fewer than the no buffering case. This effect finally contributes to avoiding 'the last
minute syndrome'.
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The one point to note is the importance of production type for the second buffer. Task production
type describes the ability of the predecessor activity's physical units to provide finalized information. For
example, fast production type means that the most amount of work is performed at early stages and then it
slows down at later stages with a non-linear behavior. On the other hand, slow production type denotes
the reverse case as illustrated in Figure 17.
100% ..-
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Type /
50% completion
0
~50% ISlow50 % -................... ........ ... .... ........ _ .. S wProduction
Type
0%
0 ta tb Time
Figure 17. Fast and Slow Production Type
In this simulation cases in Table 3, the second buffer contributes to reducing the impact of errors and
changes with both slow production rates. However, if one of the activities has fast production rate, the
second buffer may not handle the iterative cycles as detailed in Table 4. For example, if the predecessor
activity has fast production rate, the work amount of the predecessor activity is relatively small during the
time between the end of the first buffer and the start of the second buffer, so the second buffer may deal
with only small portions of errors and changes accordingly. On the other hand, if the successor activity
has fast production rate, relatively large portion of tasks is already completed before the second buffer
start. Therefore, significant amount of re-execution is required to the already completed tasks in the
successor activity without the effect of early adoptions in reliability and stability buffering. Therefore, if
one of the activities that have precedence relationships has fast production type, the second buffer may
not provide much better effect than the only first buffer case.
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Table 4. Second Buffer vs. Production Type
No Butterin 19 108 78 110 78 106
Only First Buffer 71 92 71 84 71 83
First & Second Buffer 71 88 71 80 71 81
* Note - P: Predecessor Activity S: Successor Activity Unit: Days
8.4. Schedule Update by Reliability and Stability Buffering
One of the important characteristics in reliability and stability buffering is the dynamic behavior of its
location and size based on the information obtained from the actual performance and the forecast of the
remaining performance through a simulation process. Consequently, the planned schedule is updated by
adopting a dynamic behavior of reliability and stability buffering. The patterns of buffer location and size
are varied based on precedence relationships and the simulation result of the predecessor activity duration
and characteristics.
Figure 18 represents as the flow chart of how the schedule is updated. General updating
procedure starts with the existence of precedence relationships and their type if any. And then it
investigates the existence of lag or lead and finally suggests new relationships with the updated buffer
location and size comparing the magnitude of initially planned duration (Di) and forecasted duration (Df).
For example, if Activity A and B have finish-to-start relationship having lead 5, it follows the dashed line
and grayed decision diamonds in Figure 18. The initially planned duration of exemplified activity is 20
days, but the forecasted duration is 25 days, having delay. In this case, the initial relationships, lead 10,
will be added as much as Activity A's delay, consequently, the lead will be 15 days. This is because the
start time of the reliability and stability buffer is not affected by the predecessor activity's delay. If a static
approach is applied to the schedule, the activity start time will be changed accordingly, but reliability and
stability buffering forces the successor activity to be started though the predecessor activity is delayed. If
the initially planned reliability and stability buffer size is bigger than the magnitude of the predecessor
delay, the location and size are the same as the planned buffer. However, if the initially planned buffer
size is less than the predecessor activity's delay, only the size is extended to catch up with the
predecessor's delay based on the simulation result. Having lead in the finish-to-start relationship makes
some periods to be overlapped. In this case, the reliability and stability buffer split is applied to handle
concurrent design and construction. The location of the second buffer is the projected finish time of the
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predecessor activity. In addition, the size is varied based on the forecasted activity performance and it can
be zero in spite of concurrent design and construction if the forecasted performance in the successor
activity is quite stable to follow the planned schedule. In this case, the magnitude of delay (Df-Di) and the
size of the initially planned lead are added to the initially planned reliability and stability buffer - first
buffer - location.
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Figure 18. Schedule Update by Reliability and Stability Buffering
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CHAPTER 9
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DPM
So far, several concepts and components that are explicitly embedded in DPM have been discussed.
Having all components, DPM as an integrated methodology is introduced in this section, including its
collaboration scheme.
9.1. System Overview
Figure 19 illustrates and summarizes how integrated components are interacted with each other
and how DPM integrates all components. First, DPM input interface implements the concept of the smart
cell on the form of Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) [Eppinger, 1997], as seen in Figure 20. A smart
cell represents the cell which includes all information about each activity characteristics. The role of a
smart cell is to receive data input from users and to organize it so that it can be effectively utilized by
DPM functions, especially, the dynamic project model. Though a main objective of DSM is to provide
ordering of the sequence with acquired information, a smart cell utilizes DSM as input interface only
adopting its format. A smart cell shows the inter-relationships among activities with a mark X and each
mark contains information on each activity's characteristics such as production type, reliability,
sensitivity, and stability. In addition, a smart cell incorporates other network tools' information having
inputs such as the probabilistic duration spectrum from Program Evaluation and Review Technique
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Figure 19. DPM Integrated Components
[Extended from MoonSeo Park, 2000]
(PERT), precedence relationships from Critical Path Method (CPM) and Precedence Diagramming
Method (PDM), and iteration factors for simulation with similar concept as Graphical Evaluation and
Review Technique (GERT), Queue-Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique (Q-GERT), and
Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling (SLAM). For applicability in real application, a smart cell
transfers data from P3eTm (Primavera Project Planner for Enterprise by Primavera Co.) and Microsoft
Project (Microsoft Corporation), which are widely used in the construction industry, and extracts the
necessary information for DPM. In addition, a smart cell stored all input to Oracle 9i (Sun Microsystems)
database.
After a smart cell receives all information from the user, it transfers it to DPM planner. DPM planner
generates the schedule plan and possible policies with reliability and stability buffering based on user's
selection and concurrent engineering concept.
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Having generated plan and policy, the DPM simulation engine based on the system dynamics model
simulates its effectiveness based on necessary factors from the smart cells. The result of DPM simulation
provides the performance profiles capturing the impact of unanticipated events on project performance. In
addition, various simulation analyses are performed and provided with an appropriate format depending
on planning purpose as a graphical representation. This result is also stored in the database for future use.
Moreover, the implementation for project control is also provided. During the actual execution, DPM
can get the input for current progress and compare it with the stored simulated performance and,
consequently, provide the future policy for better project profiles. Or it re-simulates and forecasts the
project performance using the actual information it has had so far. Therefore, once simulated data are
obtained, they are tuned up for more accurate planning and projection and provide the learning
mechanism, by comparing the simulated performance with the actual performance.
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9.2. Collaboration Scheme
Quickly and reliably sharing information and finding a solution to a problem are the major issues
in terms of the speed and quality of a project. As a project becomes more complex and even occurs at
geographically distributed places, these issues become more crucial than ever. In this context, DPM aims
to provide a platform where information can be effectively communicated with very few restrictions.
To implement easy access from any place and at any time, DPM is developed to run within the web
environment. Web-based DPM can contribute to easy access to all involved parties with permissions
without special software installation on local computers. In addition, DPM is developed to be accessed
from multiple devices such as PC, PDA, and Java enabled phones with both wire and wireless networking
connections in order to free the users from any device restriction. Due to the nature of construction,
construction crew does not always get access to a desktop computer on the site, allowing only the use of
wireless or portable devices. For this reason, effective monitoring and controlling require a system that
can overcome the dependency of information on a desktop computer [Pefia-Mora and Dwivedi, 2000].
Therefore, the DPM developed for the use of multiple devices makes it possible for engineers on the site
to collaborate with a project manager in the headquarter and designers in their office by implementing
collaboration scheme as seen in Figure 21.
-I
Figure 21. Collaboration Scheme with Same View
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The system architecture is developed based on three-tier architecture as seen in Figure 22. This type
of architecture clearly can progress to the next stage by making distinctions between the presentation
layer, application layer, and data management layer and can support reliability, availability, and increased
security of system [Peacock, 2000]. For example, Java client-side application in DPM only provides
graphical user interface as a Java Applet and does not involve actual processes in the application server.
In addition, DPM system has a capability to distribute remotely its objects for components'
communication using Java technology. To connect and transfer their objects, Java Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) (Sun Microsystems) and Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC) (Sun Microsystems) are
used as object-based middleware. Among several development tools, Java language (Sun Microsystems)
is adopted due to its cross platform portability, which makes it an ideal tool for an Internet based
collaborative application. In addition, the evolution of Micro-Java for handheld devices enables Java
applications to be used or all kinds of handheld devices without the limitation of operating systems.
In detail, Oracle 9i and SQL Server (Microsoft Corporation) are used for DPM database. DPM
adopts Oracle 9i as the main database because it enables Java based database application making it an
ideal tool for database centric applications, and SQL Server is for P3e data storage. Java server-side
application connects and manages these two databases using JDBC. For example, if it is requested to
convert from P3e to DPM, Java server-side application extracts data from SQL Server and transfers to
Oracle 9i database. In addition, it also sends user input and simulated results to Oracle for future use.
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Figure 22. DPM System Architecture
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Moreover, Java server-side application has modules to operate the simulation engine that controls
Vensimrm (Ventana Software, Inc.), which is a system dynamics modeling software and has a dynamic
project model for DPM. These modules allow DPM to simulate system dynamics model through Vensim
DLL (Ventana Software, Inc.), which enables other programming languages to control Vensim model.
Finally, Java client-side application takes care of only graphical user interface for a data input and
simulated data output. As illustrated in Figure 23, Java Applet shows project profiles by combining
simulated result with other network-based tools.
Figure 23. Project Profiles through Java Applet
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CHAPTER 10
A CASE STUDY
In order to examine the applicability of DPM in real-world construction and to demonstrate its
capability as integrated methodology, DPM is applied to a bridge project that is a part of a $400 million
Design/Build/Operate/Transfer (DBOT) project awarded to Modem Continental Companies, Inc.. The
aim of this project is for roadway improvements along State Route 3 from its intersection with State
Route 128 in Burlington, MA north to its terminus at the New Hampshire border as seen in Figure 24.
The expected project completion date is February, 2004 with 42 month's span from design to
construction completion. The project scope is composed of widening the 21 mile of the state roadway,
and renovating 15 underpass and 12 overpass bridges among total 27 bridges. In this paper, the Treble
Cove Road Bridge construction, which is one of the overpass bridges, is presented as a case project. It
consists of 42 design and construction activities at a level 2 schedule. This case project provides a good
opportunity to the effectiveness of DPM in real world, having activities similar to other 26 bridge
construction projects.
To investigate the case project, several policy options are selected in order to provide real-project
settings, according to the options that are used in the case project. For example, the case project adopts
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overtime and flexible headcount. For example, if the manager perceives that the schedule is delayed,
he/she can adopts overtime or add more workers to the delayed activity. In addition, quality and scope
management thoroughness are estimated as 0.9. That means their overall thoroughness is projected to
leave unidentified 10% hidden errors or latent changes during actual execution. However, these options
are not applied to CPM Case and PERT Case, because they don't consider these variables to calculate the
project duration.
Simulated durations for all cases are listed in Table 5. No Action Case is a predicted actual duration
with applied options, and is used as a base case for comparison. CPM Case and PERT Case durations are
derived from DPM's another functionality to calculate network schedule estimation. Finally, DPM Case
is simulated with reliability and stability buffering.
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Table 5. Project Duration of the Case Project
No Action 515
CPM 388
PERT 394
DPM 452
-127
-121
-63
-25%
-23%
-12%
uvertime
Flexible HC
QM Thoroughness = 0.9
SM Thoroughness = 0.9
Though CPM Case and PERT Case provide relatively short durations, No Action Case represents the
case project is significantly delayed. This implies that a lot of iterative cycles and their impacts affect the
construction sequences but are not caught in CPM and PERT. Actually, the case project was delayed in a
way that No Action Case shows. The design development in the Treble Cove Bridge Project is
significantly delayed and, consequently, the construction team is working to address these issues.
DPM Case with reliability and stability buffering shows that it can reduce the duration as much as
12% from No Action Case as seen in Figure 23 and Table 5. Applied reliability and stability buffering
contributed to reduce the impact of iterative cycles of predecessor activities having early adoption.
Therefore, the reduction of hidden errors and latent changes allows reliability and stability not to
deteriorate as activities progress. In other words, early adoption due to reliability and stability buffering
prevents errors and changes from being transferred to successor activities. In addition, this reduction
makes it possible to effectively utilize the given resources without idle time and waste.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSIONS
This research presents an integrated methodology to overcome uncertainties and complexities in
concurrent design and construction processes. Today's wide adoption of concurrent design and
construction makes projects difficult to handle by traditional network-based tools mainly due to their
static view of the project. In an effort to address these issues, DPM has been developed with the dynamic
project model based on system dynamics, in order to capture various dynamic relationships and feedbacks
during the design and construction processes. The proposed framework for quality and change
management is used as the backbone of the dynamic project model, and reliability and stability buffering
is enhanced and adopted by DPM in order to effectively reduce the sensitivity to iterative cycles. The
research results from various simulation scenarios and a case study show that DPM can help to provide
robust planning and control actions, protecting the process against increased uncertainties and analyzing
various dynamic impacts of construction feedbacks and iterative cycles. Furthermore, the system adopting
web technology can contribute to the improvement of productivity by sharing fast and reliable
information without the limitations of space, time, or devices.
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11.1. Potential Impact
The proposed framework for quality and change management can provide the basic understanding of
the dynamic behavior of iterative cycles during actual execution. Therefore, it can be a way to enhance
change management by capturing the insight of iterative cycles that may occur during concurrent design
and construction. On the other hand, in terms of the industry impacts, generated policy guidelines by web-
based DPM with the adoption of the traditional network tools allow managers or site engineers to easily
analyze unpredictable incidents and their impact on performance without specific knowledge of the
simulation system or physical limits.
11.2. Further Work
In the proposed framework, change management is an ongoing research effort. Although this research
presents how change can be identified and transferred during actual execution stage with simple
numerical expressions, further simulation and experimentation are required to establish the robust
mathematical formulations between variables for the change management process. For example, though
stability is used here as a general concept to filter out possible changes in a given scope, it needs to be
specified and formulated such as stability for material, workers, environment, and technology with
numerical expressions based on each characteristic. This property will provide DPM with robust and
diverse applicability to real-world projects. The other effort is to enhance DPM simulation capability,
applying probabilistic variance of design and construction performance to the dynamic project model with
numerical relationships. Although DPM aims to provide the operational view in the system dynamics
approach, the adoption of the probabilistic approach can enhance DPM analysis to be more reliable and
realistic.
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